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THE MYSTERY OF REDEMPTION and Christian Discipleship

CHAPTER 1

O majestic Lord, what is man
that thou art mindful of him?

The Revelation of the
Blessed Trinity’s Good Creation

OPENING ACTIVITY
Incorporate Psalm 8 (1, 3-9) into the
class’s Opening Prayer:
O Lord, our Lord, how majestic is thy
name in all the earth!

m

When I look at thy heavens, the work
of thy fingers, the moon and the stars
which thou hast established; what is
man that thou art mindful of him, and
the son of man that thou dost care
for him?

Thou hast given him dominion over the
works of thy hands; thou hast put all
things under his feet, all sheep and oxen,
and also the beasts of the field, the
birds of the air, and the fish of the sea,
whatever passes along the paths of
the sea.
O Lord, our Lord, how majestic is thy
name in all the earth!

T

BASIC QUESTIONS
This chapter will attempt to answer the
following Basic Questions:
Z How does the Church understand

the Bible?
Z For whom did God create the world

and why?
Z Did God the Father alone create

the world?
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Then examine the Basic Questions this
lesson will attempt to answer.

INTRODUCTION

he Mystery of Redemption tells the story of how God has rescued
fallen humanity. The Redemption, in fact, is the central truth of our
Catholic Faith:

ig

Share responses with the class.

The Ascension (detail ) by West.
The Redemption is called a mystery because it includes truths that exceed human
reason’s ability to fully comprehend.
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After, write for a few minutes on what
truths this psalm teaches about God
and man.
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Yet thou hast made him little less than
God, and dost crown him with glory
and honor.

God became man and lived among us. He suffered, died, rose
from the dead, and ascended into Heaven. He did this to
save us from sin and death and to enable us to live with him
forever in Heaven.

But what is redemption? What does it mean to be redeemed? Today we think
of redeeming a coupon or a rebate; or, when a person makes up for a previous
mistake or failure, we say that person has redeemed himself. In its original
meaning, however, redemption meant to be freed from bondage. A person
who was kidnapped, enslaved, or imprisoned could be redeemed, or “bought
back,” by the payment of a price.
The doctrine of how we receive our salvation is called the Redemption
because it refers to how Christ freed us from our bondage to sin and death.
We call this doctrine a mystery because it includes truths that exceed human
reason’s ability to fully comprehend.
We begin the story of redemption with God’s good creation, the exalted dignity
and vocation of the human person, the Original Sin of our first parents, and
its consequences for humanity. Next, we look at God’s promise of a savior
and how God formed his Chosen People in preparation for the coming of the
Messiah. Then, we will study the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, the God-MadeMan born of the Virgin Mary, and the events of his Birth, infancy, youth,
and hidden life. Next, we will examine Our Lord’s public life of working

Chapter 1: The Revelation of the Blessed Trinity’s Good Creation
miracles and preaching. The climax of the Redemption is recounted in Our
Lord’s Passion, Death, Resurrection, and glorious Ascension into Heaven.
Our text then turns to our response to the Redemption, how we receive the
graces merited by Christ, and the Christian journey toward happiness and
holiness. The final chapter responds to some objections people raise against
the doctrine of the Redemption.

KEY IDEAS
The Key Ideas of this chapter are:
Z The Church understands the Bible

to be inspired and inerrant ancient
sacred literature that contains
religious truths revealed by God,
which should be interpreted in literal
and spiritual senses.

We will begin with a consideration of the Sacred Scriptures, the written form
of the Divine Revelation that God has entrusted to his Church.

T

Z God created the world for mankind,

HOW THE CHURCH UNDERSTANDS
THE BIBLE

who is to use and care for creation,
offering it back to God with love and
thanksgiving.

he seventy-three books of the Bible tell us the story of salvation history,
i.e., how God’s plan of salvation has unfolded from the time of the
Creation to the coming of Jesus Christ and the beginnings of his Church.
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the Blessed Trinity.
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The Church understands the Bible as inspired and inerrant sacred literature
that contains religious truths revealed by God, which should be interpreted
according to its literal and spiritual senses.

Z Creation is the work of each Person of

What does it mean when we say the Bible is inspired and inerrant?

“Inspired” means that God himself guided the Sacred Authors. They were
enlightened by the Holy Spirit to write what God wanted. “Inspired” also
means that God is the principal Author of Scripture. The human authors are
the instruments that God chose to reveal himself to his people.
“Inerrant” means that Scripture does not err. God can neither deceive nor be
deceived. Because God is the principal Author of Sacred Scripture, it is true
and contains no errors. The Catechism sums up the inspiration and inerrancy
of the Scriptures in this way:

Focus Question 2:
Why is the Redemption a mystery?
Focus Question 3:
Why do human beings need to be
redeemed?

GUIDED EXERCISE
Based on the Introduction to this
chapter, summarize the mystery of the
Redemption in your own words.
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“Since, therefore, all that the inspired authors...affirm should be
regarded as affirmed by the Holy Spirit, we must acknowledge that
the books of Scripture firmly, faithfully, and without error, teach
that truth which God, for the sake of our salvation, wished to see
confided to the Sacred Scriptures.”1 (CCC 107)

Focus Question 1:
What does “the Redemption” mean?

VOCABULARY
REDEMPTION

Literally meaning “being bought back,”
the act by which Jesus Christ, through his
sacrificial Death on the Cross, set us free
from the slavery of sin, thus redeeming
or “buying us back” from the power of
Satan.

Focus Question 4:
What is “salvation history”?
Focus Question 5:
What does it mean to say that the Bible
is inspired?
The Four Evangelists by Bloemaert.
The Sacred Authors were enlightened by the Holy Spirit to write what God wanted.

Focus Question 6:
Why is the Bible inerrant or without
errors?
Chapter One
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Focus Question 7:
To what extent were the writers of the
books of the Bible true authors?
Focus Question 8:
Why is the Bible sacred?
Focus Question 9:
Why is the Bible literature?
Focus Question 10:
What are some of the literary techniques
employed by the authors of Sacred
Scripture?

VOCABULARY
BIBLE

Sacred Scripture; the books that contain
the truth of God’s Revelation, which
were composed by human authors under
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The
Bible contains forty-six books in the Old
Testament and twenty-seven in the New.
INERRANT

Allegory of the Old and New Testaments by Holbein.
The Church understands that the many books of the Bible are really only one book
and Christ is its main theme.

While the Sacred Authors were God’s instruments for communicating his
message, it was not as though God told them what to write word for word,
like a secretary taking dictation. Instead, the human writers “made full
use of their own faculties and powers so that, though he acted in them and
by them, it was as true authors that they consigned to writing whatever
he wanted written, and no more.”2 They were, therefore, real authors. This
means they used their intelligence, memory, and imagination. They employed
whatever writing techniques and styles they knew or developed themselves.

op

C

Incapable of error. The Bible and the
Church are infallible because of a special
protection by the Holy Spirit.
INSPIRED

Guided by God; from a word meaning
“breathed in.” The human writers of
Scripture wrote in their own words, but
through God’s inspiration wrote what
he intended them to write and nothing
more.
SALVATION HISTORY

The story of God’s plan to save man from
the consequences of sin. This plan began
with creation, is unfolding now, and will
continue until the end of time.
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This is why the Bible is also sacred literature. It is sacred because God is
its divine Author. It is literature because its human authors used human
literary forms and techniques to convey God’s truth. Unless we understand
how those forms and techniques work, we cannot understand the meaning
that the inspired authors wanted to convey to us. These literary techniques
include stories, histories, poems, dialogues, and figurative language. One
way both testaments of the Bible have been divided by genre is by books of
law, history, wisdom, and prophecy.
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Making no mistakes or errors. Scripture
is inerrant; it always teaches truth, never
falsehood.
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Focus Question 11:
How ancient is the Bible’s literature?

Another thing to keep in mind is that the Bible’s literature is ancient. Even
the most recent books of the New Testament were written almost 2,000
years ago. The authors of Scripture did not write the same way that modern
authors do. This means that in order to understand what they meant to say,
we have to understand how they viewed the world within their own culture
and moment in history.
It is also important to remember that neither God nor the human authors
intended Scripture to be a modern historical record, even though it contains
much actual history.
Even less is the Bible a scientific treatise. The scientific method was invented
about 1,500 years after the last book of the Bible was written. As the great
Catholic scientist Galileo Galilei famously put it, “The Bible shows the way to

Chapter 1: The Revelation of the Blessed Trinity’s Good Creation
go to Heaven, not the way the heavens go.” He meant we should expect the
Bible to teach salvation, not astronomy. Therefore, when stories such as the
Creation account in Genesis are presented in the Bible, they are transmitting
a religious message — a message that is true, inspired, and inerrant.

Focus Question 12:
According to CCC 289, what mysteries
do the first three chapters of Genesis
present in just a few words?

The Catechism tells us that the first three chapters of Genesis express “truths
of creation — its origin and its end in God, its order and goodness, the vocation
of man, and finally the drama of sin and the hope of salvation.”3 Reduced to
just a few words, these chapters present the mysteries of “creation, fall, and
promise of salvation.”4 Thus we should look for — and will find — many deep
religious truths.

Focus Question 13:
What does it mean to read the Bible in
the light of Christ?
Focus Question 14:
What does it mean to read the Bible
within the unity of Sacred Scripture?

This same point of the Catechism also states in concise form how the Church
reads the Sacred Scriptures: “in the light of Christ, within the unity of Sacred
Scripture, and in the living Tradition of the Church.”5

T
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Focus Question 15:
What does it mean to read the Bible in
the living Tradition of the Church?
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First, we read them “in the light of Christ.” The events of Christ’s life provide
a key to understanding earlier Old Testament events. Second, we read
them “within the unity of Sacred Scripture.” This means that the Church
understands that the many books of the Bible are really only one book and
Christ is its main theme. Third, we read them “in the living Tradition of the
Church.” This means that in interpreting the various books of the Bible, we
do so in light of the entire Deposit of Faith — the truths of God’s Revelation,
contained in Sacred Scripture and Sacred Tradition, that Christ entrusted to
his Church.

THE LITERAL AND SPIRITUAL SENSES
OF THE BIBLE

he Church distinguishes two basic senses in which the Sacred Scriptures
can be interpreted: the literal and the spiritual.6

The Literal Sense

The human authors of the Bible, inspired
by the Holy Spirit, wrote the truth God
wanted to impart, but they expressed
it according to the mentality of their
particular time and culture.
As a class, discuss the following
question:
Z If God had chosen to use modern-day

historians and scientists to write the
first chapter of Genesis, how might
they have written it differently than
the way we have received it?
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When reading the Bible, it is important to understand the literal sense first.
The literal sense is simply the plain meaning that the author intended to
express. To do this, we have to take into account the book’s genre: for example, history, law, wisdom, poetry, prophecy, apocalypse, letter, epic, fable, or
allegory. This can be difficult because of our distance from the authors both
in time and in culture.

GUIDED EXERCISE

Focus Question 16:
What is the literal sense of a passage
of the Bible?
Focus Question 17:
What are some of the genres in which
the Bible was written that affect the way
we interpret it?

Saul Attacking David by Guercino.
When reading the Bible, it is important to understand the literal sense first. The Bible is
written in many genres, including the history of kings, patriarchs, and others.

Chapter One
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